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0. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
A measure p on the locally compact abelian group G is LP-improving if 
for some number 16 p < r < co, 
p*feL’ for all f E Lp. (0.1) 
The current interest in LP-improving measures may be traced to Stein 
[22]: “Characterize (if possible in terms of the size of the measure dp, 
whatever that means) the condition of f --, f * dp yielding a bounded 
operator from an Lp to an L’ space.” Examples of such measures are given, 
of course by elements of Lp, for p # 1. Stein points out that if IP( = 
0(n-‘) then (0.1) holds with l/r = l/p - c1 and p < 2 < r; see [26, Vol. II, p. 
1271 for a proof. In fact [9], if $E Lp(T) and 2 Q p<r, then ~LE’~‘, 
where l/r = l/2 - l/p. On the other hand, since Lp # Lq if p # q, no 
unit point mass 6(x) can be LP-improving. Hare [12] characterizes 
LP-improving measures in terms of their Fourier-Stieltjes transforms. 
In 1982, Oberlin [16] showed that the Cantor measure on the middle- 
third set is LP-improving. Oberlin’s result has been improved upon by 
Ritter [17], Beckner et al. [2], and Christ [S]. Bonami [4] showed that 
all tame Riesz products on the Walsh group are LP-improving, and that 
was extended to all compact abelian groups by Ritter [18]. We shall cite 
other results on LP-improving measures in the course of this paper. 
In the remainder of this introduction we give a summary of this paper, 
and then give some elementary results about LP-improving measures. For 
unexplained notation see [ 193. 
There are three major results in Section 1. Corollary 1.2 shows that iffis 
a bounded Bore1 function and p is a non-negative LP-improving measure, 
thenfp is LP-improving. On the other hand, Theorem 1.3 gives examples of 
LP-improving measures whose absolute value is not LP-improving. Finally, 
Theorem 1.4 shows that whatever the measure p, there is a measure v 
equivalent to p such that v is not LP-improving. 
In Section 2 we discuss the relationship between a measure being 
LP-improving and Lipschitz conditions satisfied by the function that is the 
indefinite integral of the measure (always on the circle group). We show 
that every LP-improving measure is Lipschitz in that sense (Theorem 2.1), 
but that the converse is false (Theorem 2.3). In the case of p with 
monotonically decreasing I,GI, the properties LP-improving and Lipschitz 
are shown to be equivalent. 
A quantitative estimate on the size of the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of 
an LP-improving measure is given in Section 3. The estimate shows, in 
particular, that every LP-improving measure is strongly continuous. 
In Section 4 we examine the spectra of measures operating by con- 
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volution on LP(G), 1 < p < co. If ,u is absolutely continuous with respect o 
an LP-improving measure, then that spectrum is exactly (Theorem 4.2 
below) the closure of the range of the Fourier-Stieltjes transform. That is 
closely related to a result of Sarnak [20]. 
The last section gives some questions that appear to remain open. 
We write MP.’ for the set of measures that convolve Lp into L’. Each 
PEM ps’ is given its norm (the MP.‘- norm) as an operator from Lp to L’. 
With that norm, Mpg’ . IS a normed space, but not complete. 
Some properties of LP-improving measures are easily established. For 
convenience of reference, we state them formally. 
THEOREM 0.1. Let G be a locally compact abelian group. Let p be a 
regular Bore1 measure on G. Then the following hold. 
(i) If p is LP-improving, then any translation of p is LP-improving with 
the same MPs’-norms. 
(ii) If p is LP-improving, and y is a continuous character on G, then yp 
is also LP-improving with the same MP*‘-norms. 
Proof (i) is obvious. 
(ii) We compute y((yp) * f) = p * (jjf). The assertion now follows. 
That ends the proof of Theorem 0.1. 
A measure that improves one Lp space improves all. 
THEOREM 0.2. Suppose that for some 1 < q1 < q2 < 00, and some C > 0, 
Il~*fll,,~Cllfll,, WheneuerfEL yl. Let 0 < a< 1. Suppose that either pi = 
qi/a for i = 1,2 or pi = qJ(a + (1 - a)q,) for i = 1, 2. Then 
IIP * f IIp* Q C” IIPII ’ -a Ilf IIp, for all f E L p’ 
Proof This is an easy application of the Riesz-Thorin Interpolation 
Theorem [23, p. 1791, since convolution by p sends L’ -+ L’ and L” + L” 
with norm llp[l. 
We now give estimate of the LP-norms of some trigonometric 
polynomials. We begin with Riesz products. Let G be a compact abelian 
group with dual group lY Let { y r, . . . . y,} be a finite dissociate subset of r. 
(See [ 11, Chaps. 6, 71 for information about dissociate sets and Riesz 
products.) We shall suppose that either all the yj have order other than 2, 
or that they all have order exactly 2. 
Let a,, . . . . a, be complex numbers such that Ia,/ d l/2 if yj has order 
other than 2, and 0 < aj < 1 otherwise. Let pi(x) = 1 + 2 Re(aj (yj, x)) if yj 
has order other than 2, and p,(x)= 1 +aj(rj, x) otherwise. Let 
f(x) = rip,(x). The function f is a finite Riesz product. 
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THEOREM 0.3. Let f be as above. If 1 < p < 2, then the following hold. 
(i) llfllI = 1. 
(ii) Ilfl12 =FI IIPJ~, ~0 
llfllz =n (1 +2 laj12)1’2 ifno order is 2, and 
Ilfl12 =FI (1 + lail)“2 if the orders are all 2. 
(iii) If 1 <p<2, then l/fll, <n IIp,Il:-“p, so 
llfll, <II (1 +2 laj12Y-“p if no order is 2, and 
Ilf II2 <II (1 + Iaj12)1-1’p if the orders are all 2. 
Proof These are immediate from the definitions. 
THEOREM 0.4. Let D, be the n th Dirichlet kernel on the circle group T 
and K,, the n th FejPr kernel. Then the following hold. 
(i) There is a constant A, > 0 such that IID, II,, < ALIp’n”P’, and 
(ii) IlK,ll, <3n’-“P=3n11P’. 
Proof Those results are well known [7, Vol. 1, p. 1191. 
1. ~~~~~~~~~~~~ MEASURES AND ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY 
In this section we discuss the relationship between the properties of 
LP-improving and absolute continuity. If p is a regular Bore1 measure and f 
is measurable with respect o ~1, we denote by fp the (possibly unbounded) 
measure which is absolutely continuous with respect to p and whose 
derivative with respect to p is f: We write v QP to indicate that v is 
absolutely continuous with respect o p. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let G be a compact abelian group. Let p be a non-negative 
LP-improving measure on G and let a = Sup{qp-‘: p E Mp,y, p > 1 }. Let /? be 
the index conjugate to a. Zf r > fl and g E L’(p)), then v = gp is LP-improving. 
Proof Let s be the index conjugate to r. Then s < a. Therefore there 
exists K > 0 and 1 < p. q such that 
PS < 4 and lb * f IL, 6 K Ilf Ilp for all f E Lp. (1.1) 
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Let f E C(G). Then by Holder’s inequality, 
l/s 
If(t-x)l"&(x) 1 [J 
l/r 4
I g(x)1 r40) 11 dt 
G II &Al &) 5 IP * If Is W’” dl 
G l/m,,, IIP * If l”lly’s 41  
G IlgllyLy,, IIP * If lrll~‘s (1.2) 
since q > q/s and G is compact. But the right hand side of (1.2) is less than 
or equal to 
II Al qLyp) L-K II If Isllply’s~ lIta,,, KY’” Ilf II;,. (1.3) 
We can put the chain (1.2~( 1.3) of equalities and inequalities together to 
obtain 
II v * f II 8 6 II AI y Lrcp) K"'" Ilf 11;s. 
Since ps < q, Theorem 1.1 follows. 
The following result is immediate. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let G be a compact abelian group. Let 1~ p < r -C co 
and let p be a non-negative lement of MP*‘(G). Let f be a bounded Bore1 
function on G. Then v = fp E MP~'(G). 
Theorem 1.1 also yields a quick proof of Young’s inequality: set p = m,: 
L’ -+ L” and a= oo. Young’s inequality then follows. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let G be a compact abelian group. Then there exists a 
measure T E M(G) that is LP-improving on G and such that IzI is not 
LP-improving. 
Proof: Let us fix a sequence {r(j): j > 1) with r(j) > 2 and decreasing 
monotonically to 2. We shall take a sum T = x 2 -?,,,. The measures t, 
will be such that for some fixed r > 2, 
ll~m II = 2, II~, II&r 6 1. (1.4) 
Furthermore T, = f&Q") - m,), where the measures ~2”‘) are singular 
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probability measures that are pairwise singular, and (most importantly) the 
f, are non-negative trigonometric polynomials such that 
IIfmK!m)l12,r(m) > 4”. (1.5) 
In considering 171, we note that if p and v are two non-negative measures, 
then IIP + vII~,~ 2 Il~ll~,~. Hence, by the singularity and mutual singularity 
of the measures P”,(~), 
Therefore 
II Id II Z.r(rn) 2 2 -In IlfmP~m)ll 2,r(m). (1.6) 
II Id II*,r 2 2” for all m and all r > r(m). (1.7) 
It follows that ItI is not LP-improving. 
It remains to construct the r,,,. 
We begin by choosing two sequences {fm} and {g,} of trigonometric 
polynomials such that 
f, >O, llfmll, = 1, llfm II Z,r(nr) ’ 4”3 (l-8) 
while 
II&nll2 = 13 II grn II r(m) ’ 4”, SUPP 6, E SUPP .k. (1.9) 
[To find such fm and g,, choose first trigonometric polynomials g, in 
the unit ball of L2(G) such that llg,,, IIrC,,,) >4”. Now choose f, such 
that Ilf,II 1 = 1, and Ilf, * g,II.(,, > 4m-an element f, of a bounded 
approximate identity will do.] 
Let 0 = (0,: j> 1 } be a fixed dissociate subset of r, and p be the Riesz 
product based on 0 with fi(0,) = l/2 for all j. For k > 1 we set 0, = 0,: 
j> k. The support of the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of p is the set 
Q(O)= (Elej(,) + ... +ENejcN): 1 <j(l)< ... <j(N), 1 <N< oo}, 
where ej E { - 1, 0, 1 } if 0, has order 2 3 and sj E { 0, 1 } otherwise. By [ 181, 
p is LP-improving. Let r > 2 be such that ~~~~~Z~r < co. 
Let 1 < k( 1) < k(2) < . . . be a sequence of integers such that 
(SUPP .k + Q(@k,,,)) n Q(@k(,,) = (01. (1.10) 
Since the support offm is finite, such k(m) exist (see [ll, 7.3.31). Let p,,, be 
the Riesz product based on OkC,,,) and the constant function l/2. Then each 
p, is also LP-improving with l&l12.r < I\$- ’ 112,, for all n > 2; indeed, just 
use p; = CL, *$ ~ ‘. 
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For m = 1, 2, . . . choose integers 2 < n( 1) < n(2) < . . . < n(m). . such that 
IIP, n(m)-mGIj2,r <(CardS~ppf~)-‘. (1.11) 
That is possible because for any measure v, 
Ilv * (p---m,)l12,, GSuP(l%)l: r#o> lI~--GIIZ,r (1.12) 
and Ifi 6 22’ for all y # 0. Then Ilf,(p$“’ -m,)llZ,r < 1. Of course, 
since fm > 0, ilf,~$“)ll= (fm * p$“))(O). And by (l.lO), 
(fm * &y)(O) =&O) &y’(O) = 1, 
We use (1.10) again: (f,&$“)) * g, =f, * g, by (1.10) and the set 
containment of (1.9). Hence, 
Il”fld4m’ll &r(m) 2 Ilfm * gm II r(m) ’ 4”. (1.13) 
That concludes the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let p be a non-zero LP-improving measure on the non- 
discrete LCA group G. Then there exists a probability measure v such that p 
and v are mutually absolutely continuous and such that v is not LP-improving. 
Before proving Theorem 1.4, we state and prove a lemma. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let X be a Banach space of LP-improving measures. Then 
there exists 1 < p < 2 such that Xc MP’2. 
ProoJ: Let 
Xp,k = {veMp*2nX: IIvII~,~ <k}. 
We claim that for each pair 1 < p < 2 and 0 <k < co, X,., is a closed (in 
measure norm) subset of X. Indeed, if lim v, = v (in X-norm) and v, E X,,, 
for all n, then for eachfE LP(G), I/v * fl12 6 Sup,, [Iv, * flj2 <k /IfI/,. Hence 
VEXp,k. That proves the claim. 
It will be enough to show that some X,,, has non-empty interior. Indeed, 
if some X,,, had non-empty interior, then X,,,, would contain a 
neighborhood of 0 and then Xc Mp,2 would hold, and the Lemma would 
be proved. 
For k 2 1, let pk = 2 - l/k. Then X,,, E X,,,, for all 1 < p < pk and all 
1 <k< 00. Since X=UlckGoo Xpk,k, and X is a Banach space, one of the 
closed sets X,,, must have non-empty interior. That ends the proof of 
Lemma 1.5. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.4. We first show that there exists v 6 p such that v 
is not LP-improving. We argue by contradiction, thus supposing that every 
v -+ p is LP-improving. 
Lemma 1.5 may be applied to L1(p), and therefore there exists 1 < p < 2 
such that L’(p) c M P,* Of course, then there exists a constant C > 0 such .
that 
llvllp,* G c llvll for all v E L1(p). (1.14) 
Let x be an element of the support of p. Let v, be a net of probability 
measures in L’(p) such that weak*-lim, v, = 6(x). 
Then (1.14) and a standard weak * argument show that 
V(x) * f II2 G c Ilf Ilp for all f E Lp. 
Hence, HEMP’*. But since p oint masses are not LP-improving, that is 
not so. That proves that there is a measure v < h such that v is not 
LP-improving. 
Replacing v with Iv/ + 1~1, we obtain the required measure. That ends the 
proof of Theorem 1.4. 
The boundedness requirement on f in the statement of Corollary 1.2 can- 
not be relaxed to “f E L”’ without changing MP5’-norms (some becoming 
infinite). Here is the precise formulation and its proof. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let 1 < p < 2. Then there exists a non-negative measure 
MEL’ and gEn , Gq< co [Ly(p) n Lq(m,)] such that p E Alp,* and 
gp $4 Mp22. 
Proof: Let mT denote the Lebesgue measure on T, where we identity T 
with the interval [0, l), so that log x has constant sign. Let p = 
Ix 1lp-3’2 sin(rcx-‘/*)I mT, where 0~x6 1. Let g(x)= -1ogx. 
We shall show that p and g have the required properties: 
/.I E l%P*, g E n CLyb) n Lq(mT)ll gP 4 Affp.* 
l<y<cm 
To see that p is LP-improving, we observe that 
m,{x: lx1ipp3/2 sin(zxP1/‘)l > A} <m,(x: Ix”p-3’21 > A} 
= 1~ 11~312 ~ I/P) 
Hence I xlip - 3’2 sin(zx ~ ‘/‘)I is weak-L11’3’2 - I/P). By the generalized Young’s 
inequality [21, pp. 119-1211, KEMP”, where p is as above. 
Similarly, because [log x( < x- I’* for all x > 0 sufficiently close to 0, 
x”P- ’ cos(7tx ~ “2) log x and x1+-l COS(RX-“2) 
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are weak-L1/(3/2- ‘lp). It follows that 
x”P- l cos(nx- 1’2) log x and xl’p-’ cos(~x-l’*)EMP’*. 
We shall use that in what follows. 
That ge h,,,, L4(p) is not hard to see: for all 0 <E < l/p - l/2 (and 
appropriate constants C = C(E)), 
j lglYdlpl <j lgly IxI”~-~‘* dx 
SC lx1 s ilP-3/2-E dxc oo, 
since l/p - 3/2 > - 1. A similar calculation shows that g E n i Qy< m Lq(m,). 
Let F(x) = -xlIp cos(r~x-~‘*) log x for x # 0 and F(0) = 0. Then F is the 
distribution function for the measure F’m, and the variation of F, V,, is 
the distribution function for IF’1 mT. We will show that V, I$ 
Lip( l/p - l/2). It will follow that IF’1 mT $ Mp,* by Theorem 2.1 of this 
paper. 
We compute F’: 




‘lp ~ 3/2~ sin(nx - ‘12) log x 
-xl’p-’ cos(7cx-1’*). (1.15) 
Now, if x1’pP3/27c Isin(7cx-“*)l log xmT E Mp-*, then IF’/ mT E Mp,*, 
because 
1 
IF’(x)\ Q - x”~-’ cos(nx~“*) log x 
P 
+ kx1;PP3’2n sin(nxP1’2)logxl 
+ Ix”p- 1 cos(IIx-“*)I, (1.16) 
and the first and third terms of (1.16) are both elements of Mp,*. Thus, if 
V, $ Lip(l/p - l/2), then gp = -x11pP3/* Isin(nx’/*)l log xmT $ Mp,*. That 
will complete the proof. 
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Suppose that x I/’ = l/n where n is a positive integer. Then , 
VF(X) B f lF((k + 1)P2) - F(P)1 
k=n 
=8-l f I(k+ 1))Z’Plog(k+ l)+k-2’Plogkl 
k=n 
ab-’ f kp2/plogk 
k=n 
Q-‘frn tZip log t dt 
n 
BCK’logn, 
where C > 0 and n is sufftciently large. 
Since J$(O) = 0, ( V,(x) - VF(0)I 2 Cn1-2’p log n, when x = ne2. Therefore 
1 V,(x) - V,(O)1 B c log(x-“2) x1’p-1’2* 
Hence, V, 4 Lip( l/p - l/2), as was asserted. That ends the proof of 
Theorem 1.6. 
Remarks. (i) Let f(x) =C (log n))’ cos(2nnx). Then f is not Lp- 
improving. That follows immediately from Corollary 2.2, and that proves 
Theorem 1.4 for p = mT. 
(ii) L’(T) contains LP-improving measures that are not in 
u 1 <pG o3 Lp. To see that, let p be a singular Riesz product. Let f, be 
elements of a non-negative bounded approximate identity for L’ such that 
llfn * PI/ 1 + l/n > 4”. Set f = C 2-7” * p. Then straightforward estimates on 
the LP-norm show that f will not belong to any Lp-space. On the other 
hand, f will be LP-improving, since the Riesz product p is LP-improving 
Cl81. 
2. LIPSCHITZ CONDITIONS AND ~~~~~~~~~~~~ MEASURES 
Let p be a measure on the circle group T. We say that PE Lip(u) if the 
distribution function F of ,u obeys a Lipschitz condition of order a. Another 
way of saying that is that for any interval Z, whose endpoints are x and 
x + h, 
(F(x+ h) - F(x)1 = Ip( < Cm,(Z)= = C Jhl” 
for some constant C > 0 independent of I. The only o! that are interesting 
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are those in the open interval 0 < c1< 1, since if p E Lip(l), then p = Jm,, 
with llfll, < co, and so, by Corollary 1.2, p is LP-improving. 
The main results of this section are that LP-improving measures are 
Lipschitz, but that not all Lipschitz measures are LP-improving. 
We will use two classical results: one says that if a function F satisfies 
a Lipschitz condition of order CI, then (C,j,,n I&)/*)‘/* = O(n-‘); see 
[l, pp. 215-216; 71. The other says that if j@(n)/ = O(n-‘), p<2<r, and 
CI = l/p - l/r, then p E MP,“; see [26, Vol. II, p. 1271. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let ,u be a LP-improving measure on the circle group T, 
with p E MP’2, for some 1 < p < 2. Then u E Lip( l/p - l/2). 
Proof: We may assume that ji(O)=O. The hypothesis of the theorem 
says that there is a constant C > 0 such that 
IIP * 02 6 c llfll, for all f E LP(T). 
We apply that withf= D,, the nth Dirichlet kernel. Since jlDnllp < Apn’IP’ 
(see Theorem 0.4(i)), and B,Jj) = 1 for j d n, we obtain 
,j;n MAI G IIP * D,ll, ll~Jl2 
d c lP”ll, IID, II2 
< CApn”P’(2n + l)l’* 
< 3CA,n’ -‘, (2-l) 
where a = l/p - l/2. 
Letting F- cj @(J/j) exp(2nijx) be the distribution function of p we 
have, by (2.1), C‘Y, @(j)l = O(n’-‘). By [3, p. 45, Theorem 7.201, 
FE Lip(a). That ends the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Remark. This can also be proved using a summation by parts argument 
[6, p. 1011. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let G = T. Let f~ L’ such that If(n)1 decreases 
monotonically in both directions. Then fm, is LP-improving if and only if 
fmT E Lip(a) for some a > 0. 
ProoJ: One direction is immediate from Theorem 2.1. For the other 
direction, note that if /fin)1 decreases monotonically in both directions, 
and f obeys a Lipschitz condition, then by [l, Vol. I, p. 2161, j\(n) = 
O(n-lx). Now apply [26, Vol. II, p. 1271: fm, is LP-improving. That 
concludes the proof of Corollary 2.2. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let G =T. Then there exists fe L’(T), f 20, such that 
fmTQlo-, Lip(a), and yet fm, is not LP-improving. 
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ProoJ: Choose a sequence of positive integers N, such that 
f 2k.k-2<Nzm and N,+,>2”N, forall m>l. 
k=l 
For m 3 1, let H,(x) = K24N,x), where K, denotes the nth Fejer kernel. 
Let f(x) = C,“= i m -2H,(~). Also, because H, 20, f>O. It remains to 
show that f is not LP-improving and that the indefinite integral, F off, 
satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order o! for all 0 < CI < 1; that is, fm, E 
n o<l< l W(4. 
First, 
if t=N,jandjE{O, ?l... f2”); 
otherwise. 
Because N,, i > 2”N,, supp I?, n supp k, + , = (0). Thus, the Fourier 
coefficients off satisfy 
fm-2, if t = 0; 
f(t)= ;I - ,j( 2?7mY, if t=N,jandjc{ +l... +2”}; 
0, otherwise. 
In particular 
If(t)1 < rn-= if t=N,jandjE{~1...~2m}, 
and 
I.?(r)1 2 f rn-’ if t=N,jandjE{+l...~2m-‘}. 
Since A,,, is also at least f on those same 2” integers, 
If fm, were LP-improving, then there would exist 1 < q < 2 and a constant 
C > 0 such that 
2” 
- < Ilf * H, 11; < C II H, 11; G 9C2=“+” 
(4m2)2 
for all m, since 3 . 2”ly’ . is a bound for the q-norm of H,. (Here, of course, 
l/q + l/q’ = 1.) But the above is impossible, since 2/q’ < 1. Hence, fm, is 
not LP-improving. 
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Finally, let F be the distribution function for f -3(O). Then fmT will be 
Lip(a) as a measure if and only if F satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order 
CF. Now, 
f(t) =3(t)j(2nit) for t#O, 
Ikl c M 
Let 0 < CI < 1 and choose no such that 1 - c( 2 l/n,. Suppose that M> N,,, 
say N,,,<M<N,,,+,, where man,. Since IV,,,,, >2N,,,, andp=O off of 
U, (0, +N,, . . . . +2”‘N,) we have 
It follows that Clklc,,, Ip(‘(k)k( = O(N’-“), and thus F~Lip(cr) [3, p. 45, 
Theorem 7.201. Since a was arbitrary, FE no< a < 1 Lip(a). That proves 
Theorem 2.3. 
The next result is a simple estimate that will be used to give another 
proof of Theorem 2.1 for non-negative measures. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let 1 < p < 2, G a compact abelian group, and let p E 
Mpv2(G), with norm C. Then 
IJ I f*gh ~W'+lNlfllr ll~ll~~“P~“2~llfll~ l&)3’2-“p 
for allf, gE L’(G). 
Proof: We may replace A g with 1 jj in the statement of the theorem, 
where h is defined by x(x) = h( -x) for all x. For E > 0, let F(E) = {x E r: 
&(x)1 > E} and E(E) = ~\F(E). Then 
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where a=2/p- 1. Let E= llfll;/* IlfII;“/’ Ilgll”;” Ilg11;“‘2. Then 
<tc*+ 1) llfll;‘* Ilfll-“‘* Ilgll~‘* IIsll:-*“. 
That is, 
Ij I 7*m <(C2+ ~)(llflll //gll,Y’p-“2 (llfll2 llgl/*P2-“p. 
That ends the proof of Theorem 2.4. 
If p is non-negative, we can apply Theorem 2.4 to yield a quick proof of 
Theorem 2.1, as follows. Let A be an interval. We may assume that A = 
(-a/2,a/2). Let f(x)=Ci~~. Then uf* f(x) = a-‘m(A n A +x), so 
uf * f 2 l/2 on A. Since p 3 0, a j f * f dp 3 p(A)/2. Thus, 
< cu Ilfll:“h- Ii*) llfll;W- UP) 
= cuu - (J/2 - UP) 
= Cu’IP - 112 9 
where we have used Theorem 2.4 at the second inequality above. That ends 
the proof of Theorem 2.1 in the case of non-negative p. 
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The example of Theorem 2.3 is close to being sharp, as we now show. 
For a measure p on T, let v be the measure on Z defined by 
IP(j)12/(47r2j2)Y 
v({j>)= o L j#O; j = 0. 
Then v has masses equal to the square of the transform of the distribution 
function of p. For f E L’(T) and je Z, we define (Tf)( j) = jf( j). Then T is 
a linear transformation from L’(T) to functions on Z. It is obvious that 
p E M”**(T) exactly when T: Lp + L’(v) is bounded. Of course, T always 
maps L*(T) + L2(v). 
THEOREM 2.5. Let PE Lip(a). Then for each 1 <P-C 2 there is an 
E = e(p, p) such that 0 <E < 2 - p and such that T is bounded from LP(T) -+ 
Lp+“(v). 
ProojI We may assume that fi(0) = 0, so that the distribution F of p is 
continuous. We will apply the Marcinkiewicz interpolation Theorem [23, 
p. 1841. Since T satisfies a strong (2,2) inequality, it will suffice to show 
that T satisfies a weak (1, 1 + a) inequality. Since F obeys a Lipschitz 
condition of order a and since F is of bounded variation, 
for n > 1 (see the calculations of [7, Vol. I, pp. 1741753). It turns out that 
the last display is our weak (1, 1 + a) inequality. Indeed, let il > 0. Then 
v({j: I( >A>)= 1 I~Ld12 
IA IRi)l 5 2. 
That is the required inequality. 
Remark. Let p E MP*4(R”) be non-negative, let a be the Hausdorff 
dimension of the support of p, and p = a/n. Oberlin (private com- 
munication) has shown that (l/p, l/q) lies in the triangle whose corners are 
(0, 01, (1, I), and (W-D), (1-8)/(2-B)). 
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3. ESTIMATES FOR THE FOURIER-STIELTJES TRANSFORM OF AN 
LP-IMPROVING MEASURE 
In [ 121 necessary and sufficient conditions are given that characterize 
LP-improving measures by their Fourier-Stieltjes transform. From those 
characterizations, Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 follow. We give indepen- 
dent proofs for those two results. 
A measure p on the locally compact abelian group G is strongly con- 
tinuous if, for every closed subgroup H, of infinite index and all x E G, 
Ip(x + H)I = 0. Obviously, strongly continuous measures are continuous. 
See [ 11, Chap. 1 ] for more about strongly continuous measures. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a compact abelian group and let 1 < p < 2. If 
p * Lp c L2, then 
14, I G (2 - UP2 forall ~$~i=\rcdM(G). 
COROLLARY 3.2. If the measure p is LP-improving, then the following 
hold. 
(i) p is strongly continuous. 
(ii) lim sup IfiI < (2 - Z/P)“~ llpll. 
(iii) ZfpE fll,p~2 Mp,‘, then p E M,(G). 
Remarks. (i) Corollary 3.2(i) strengthens [2] for G=T, where lim- 
sup Ifi < ([pII is established. 
(ii) The converse of Corollary 3.2(i) is, in general, false, as follows 
from Theorem 2.3: there existsf E L’(T) which is not LP-improving. 
(iii) Corollary 3.2(iii) answers a question of McGehee (private com- 
munication). Bonami showed in her thesis [4] that if p is a Riesz product 
on the Walsh group, then p $ n I <p < 2 Mp,* unless ,u E M,. Bonami’s result 
follows from [18] in the case of the general compact abelian group. 
(iv) The converse of the theorem is false in a strong sense. There are 
,D E M,(G) such that for all 0 # v e p, v is not LP-improving. Such a measure 
,U can be found by taking p with support of zero Hausdorff dimension (the 
Hausdorff dimension of the support of v <p is also zero, and the 
concluding remark in Section 2 may be applied). 
(v) For a Riesz product measure, lim sup ICI < lIpI is equivalent to 
being LP-improving: see [4, 181. 
(vi) Bonami [4] showed that certain Riesz products on (Z2)w 
convolve Lp into Ly if and only if 
(q-l)limsupI$12<p-1. 
Whether it holds for all LP-improving measures is unknown. 
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Proof of Corollary 3.2. (i) follows immediately from the fact that if v 
has non-zero mass on a closed subgroup of infinite index in G, then there 
exists 4 E i=\r such that ]b,I = 1 on a set of positive v-measure. A proof can 
be extracted from [ll, Chap. 51 or [24]. 
(ii) is immediate, and (iii) follows by letting p + 1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. In this proof only, we will use multiplicative 
notation for the group operation in lY Of course, an overbar will denote 
inverse. 
If p E M,(G), then there is nothing to prove. Thus, without loss of 
generality, we may assume that there exists 4 E f\r such that dfl # 0. Let 
S=esssup ]4,]. 
Since 4 is in the closure of the characters, there exists an infinite set E such 
that 
weak*-lim,, E y = bP. 
Of course, we have then that for all I E r, 
weak*-lim,,. E fi(yn) = fi(&). 
We claim that we may assume that r is countably infinite. Indeed, let { pj} 
be a sequence of trigonometric polynomials such that 1 jpjq5, dp - SJ < l/j 
and j Ipi I d 1~1~ 1 for all j. Let {y,} be a sequence of distinct elements of r 
such that I jpj(yj - 4,) & < l/j for all j. Let ,4 be the subgroup of r 
generated by { yj} and the union of the supports of the pj, and let H = n I. 
Let v = mH * p. Then the image Z7v of v in M(G/H) is LP-improving, and 
there exists an element $ E 2\,4 such that ess sup ]i+QnV I = S. That completes 
the reduction to the case of countable lY 
We claim that we may further assume that either none of the elements of 
E have order 2, or all of them have order 2. Indeed, if { 12: 1 E E} is linite, 
then let 3, be a fixed element of E such that (~1: y E E, y2 = J2} is infinite. 
Such a A exists, since E is infinite and { 12: il E E} is finite. We then replace 
4 by @, replace ,u by & and replace E by {yX: y E E, y2 = 12}. 
Because of the replacement of $ by X4 (if made), we will be able to 
construct dissociate subsequences {yj: 1 < j< m} such that either all y, 
have order # 2 or all have order 2. 
Let 6, > 6 > 0 and let z be a complex number in the essential range of 4, 
such that I (z] - SI < 6,. By replacing p with fp. where f is a trigonometric 
polynomial, we may assume that lip-- 1~1 II ~6, I]~/] = 1, and 
IA ({x: I4,(x)-zl <d})<d. 
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In what follows CJ-” and Z-“’ will denote 4”’ and Z”, for m > 0. Then, for 
all integers m = 0, + 1, f 2, . . . . 
(4” - P) d,u < 6 (ml + Iz( ‘m’ 6 d 6( JmJ + 1). 
That implies that 
IJ I 
qPdp 2 1 (ZI -6 lJm’+’ for all 0 < Iml. (3.1) 
We claim that for each n z 1 there exists a set F,, = (S: 1 d j< n) of 
characters in E such that for each integer 1 d m 6 n, and numbers 
El= +1, 0, 
(3.2) 
where k = Cy 1~~1, and such that all the A, have order 2 or they all have 
order # 2. 
To start the induction, we choose 1, E E such that I/i(@A,)l > 
I Id -4 k+l for 06 Ikl <n. That can be done by (3.1) and the fact that q5 is 
in the closure of E. Now suppose that 1 <m <n and that we have found a 
finite dissociate set {A,, . . . . A,,,} such that for all choices of E, = 0, ) 1, and 
all O< Irl <n-C? Ic.~I, 
(3.3) 
where k = Irl + Cy Iajl holds. By (3.1) and the fact that q5 is in the closure 
ofE,wecanfind1,+,suchthatI,+,~(~~~~:~,=~l,O, l<j<m), 
C+1 is not in that set if the Aj have order # 2 and (3.3) holds for m + 1 in 
place of m. The resulting set F,, is dissociate and satisfies (3.3). That com- 
pletes the proof of the claim. 
For each n > 1 and each 0 <E < f, let f = f,., be the Riesz product 
f=fi(l+ERelj), 
1 
where the Aj E I;,. We will use the preceding in calculating the norms off 
and ,u *f: 
First note that the LP-norm off is bounded above by 
(1 +a2/2)“-“l* (if order # 2) 
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or 
(1 +&2)n-n’p (if order 2) 
by Theorem 0.3(iii). 
Now let us calculate the L2-norm of p *f: At a typical element of the 
support of (CL *f)^, the Fourier transform satisfies 
where m = 1 + Cf lsjl. It follows that the L2-norm of p *f is at least 
or 
(1 + 1 IZI -2612&*/2)(“+‘)‘2 (order 22) 
(1 + 1 lzj -26/2&*)(“+‘)‘* (order 2). 
Hence, p multiplies Lp into L2 only if, for some fixed constant C< co, 
C(l +~*/2)“-“‘~>(1 + 1 Jzl -261*~~/2)(“+‘)‘~ (order 22) 
or 
for all n 2 1, 6 > 0, and E > 0. We take nth roots and let n tend to infinity 
and 6 tend to 0, and we see that we must have 
(1 + &2/2)’ - “P b ( 1 + IZI * &2/2)“2 (order # 2), 
or 
(1+&2)‘P”~>(i+lZ12&2)1’2 (order 2) 
for all E E (0, l/2). We use the binomial theorem to estimate ach side of the 
preceding. The first order term suffices, and the preceding inequalities 
would be false if, for all sufficiently small E > 0, 
(1 - l/p)E’ < 1Z12 E2/2, (independent of order!); 
that is, (2 -2/p) < lzl*. Thus, if p is LP-improving, then IzI < (2 - 2/p)“‘. 
Since IzJ + 6, 2 ess sup 141, and 6 > 0 is arbitrary, Theorem 3.1 follows. 
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4. THE LP-OPERATOR SPECTRA OF L,P-I~~~~~~~~ MEASURES 
We shall write Sp,(p) to denote the spectrum of the measure as an 
operator from Lp to Lp: 
Sp,,(p) = {A: p-AS(O): Lp + Lp is not invertible}. 
It is obvious that 
SP*(P) = {iV)Y’ (4.1) 
and 
SP,(P) = SP,,(ii) (4.2) 
for all measures p and all 1 < p < 00, where p’ is the index conjugate to p, 
{ }” denotes closure of the set in the braces, overbar denotes complex con- 
jugation, and fi denotes the usual adjoint in M(G); that is, sf(x) @(x) = 
p is a discrete measure, then Sp,(p) = 
use the fact that the Fourier transform of 
p is inveitible as a function on the Bohr compactilication of the dual group 
if and only if p is invertible as a discrete measure). On the other hand, it is 
not the case that Sp,(p) is always {fi(r)}c’, as was proved by Igari [14]. 
Sarnak [20] showed that if {/i(r)}” has zero capacity, then Sp,(p) = 
{fi(r)}=‘. Th t c d’t’ a on 1 ion of zero capacity holds for many (but not all) Riesz 
products and for the Cantor-Lebesgue measure. For Riesz products, the 
next result is more general. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let p be a LP-improving regular Bore1 measure on the 
compact abelian group G. Then for all 1 < p < co, Sp,(,u) = j@(f))“‘. 
Proof. It is obvious that Sp,(p) =) {b(r)}“‘. An application of (4.2) 
shows that it will suffice to prove Theorem 4.1 for p > 2. So assume that 
p > 2 and A# {$(r)}c’. S’ mce p is continuous (by Corollary 3.2(i)), 1# 0. 
Let E = inf( II - fi(y)l: y E r}. Then E > 0. Clearly p - U(O) is one-to-one on 
Lp. We shall show that p-U(O) is onto. 
Let f E Lp. Then f E L*, since p> 2. Let g be defined by g(y) = 
fC~)l(fi(~)-~). Then (CL--W))*g=f a.e. and llgll2 G&-l llfll2 < 00. 
Now p is LP-improving, so there exists 6 > 0 and constant C > 0 such 
that 
lllu * hllz+cs Gr Mll, for all h E L2. 
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Since Ig = p * g -f a.e., if p < 2 + 6, then 
IIMp G IIP * & + Ilf Ilp 
G IIP * gllz+a + Ilf Ilp 
G c llgllz + If Ilp 
G cc’ Ilf II2 + Ilf Ilp 
G(l+c&-‘) llfll, 
< al. 
Since A#O, geLP. Ifp>2+6, then 
llh.dl 2+6 G IIP * gllz+a + Ilf II*+6 
d c llgllz + Ilf Ilp 
< al. 
Thus, g E L2 + ‘. 
By applying the Riesz-Thorin Interpolation Theorem [21, p. 1791, we 
know that for every n > 1, there exists C, > 0 such that 
IIP * hll (2+6)“+1/2” G Cn IlhlI(z+a,y1 for all he L(2+6)“‘2”-‘. 
Now we assume inductively that gE Lq(“), where q(n) = min(p, (2 + S)” 
2-“+‘). If q(n)=p, then clearly gE L q(nf ‘). We may assume that q(n) < p. 
For simplicity of notation, let p(n) = (2 + 6)“/2”- I. Then 
ll4Tll q(n+ 1) G IIP * gllq(n+ 1) + Ilf Ilqcn+ 1) 
G IIP * .dlp(n+ 1) + Ilf Ilp 
6C”,l Ilgllp(n, + Ilfll, 
< 00. 
Hence, g E L q(n+ ‘) Since q(n) = p for sufficiently large n, g E L*, thus con- . 
volution by ,U - 16, is onto. Therefore, A 4 SP,(,U). That ends the proof of 
Theorem 4.1. 
Remark. The above methods lead to estimates of the norm of 
(p-U(O))-’ as an operator on Lp. 
Suppose that v is LP-improving. It does not follow that v $ p implies p is 
LP-improving (see Theorem 1.4 for a proof). We do have, for such p, 
knowledge about SpJp), as the next result shows. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let p be a regular Bore1 measure on the compact abelian 
group G. Suppose there exists an LP-improving measure v % p. Then for all 
l< p < ao, SPp(/4 = {Pv)y’. 
ProojI (This is taken from Zafran [25],) Let P be any trigonometric 
polynomial on G. Since Pv is LP-improving, Theorem 4.1 implies that 
Sp,(Pv) = ((J%)-(r)}“, for all 1 < p < co. 
Let P, be a sequence of trigonometric polynomials such that 
II&P - PII McGl < l/n. Then 
Sp,(p)s (ZEC lzl <l/n> + ((P,v)m)” 
C {z E C: IzI <2/n} + (fi(f)}“‘. (4.3) 
Since (4.3) is true for all n 2 1, Theorem 4.2 follows. 
5. OPEN QUSTIONS 
Let 
L;(G)= (fEL’(G):f=OoffofF). 
(i) What subsets Fc f have L:(G) E MC”? 
(ii) Does Lb(G)Sr),,,,C, Mp** imply that F is a A(p) set? See 
[lS] for information about &)-sets. 
(iii) A measure p is EnfZo if there is a subspace X of L’, isomorphic 
to L’, on which convolution by p acts as an isomorphism onto its range 
[S]. LP-improving measures are not Enflo. Are there any continuous Enllo 
measures on T? Non-Enflo measures are necessarily strongly continuous 
c131. 
(iv) Suppose that p is concentrated on a proper Bore1 subgroup H 
of zero Haar measure. Can CL be LP-improving? (No, if H is closed: ~1 is not 
strongly continuous.) 
(v) Theorem 1.4 suggests this question: What (strongly con- 
tinuous) measures p are such that for all v Q p, v is not LP-improving? See 
Remark (iv) following Corollary 3.2 for one method of finding such p. In 
particular, if p is concentrated on an independent set, is p necessarily not 
LP-improving? 
(vi) Christ [5] h s ows that Cantor-Lebesgue measure with variable 
but bounded ratios 2 < A, < C of dissection are LP-improving. On the other 
hand an argument similar to that in [26, Vol. I, pp.1961973 shows that 
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Cantor-Lebesgue measures with variable but unbounded ratios 2 < & of 
dissection are Lip(cr) if and only if for some number r > 2, r” 3 n; S. Are 
LP-improving and L@(U) equivalent for Cantor-Lebesgue measures? 
(vii) Let p be a non-negative LP-improving measure, and let /? be 
given by Theorem 1.1. Does there exist g E LB(p) such that gp is not 
LP-improving? Theorem 1.4 says that there is such a g E L1(,u). 
(viii) If p is LP-improving, does there exist v GP such that v is 
LP-improving and (VI is not LP-improving? (Yes, for ,U equal to Haar 
measure.) 
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